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High above the sky stands Swarga, paradise, abode of the gods. Still above is Vaikuntha, heaven, abode of God. The doorkeepers of
Vaikuntha are the twins, Jaya and Vijaya, both whose names mean ‘victory’. One keeps you in Swarga; the other raises you into Vaikuntha.
In Vaikuntha there is bliss forever, in Swarga there is pleasure for only as long as you deserve. What is the difference between Jaya and
Vijaya? Solve this puzzle and you will solve the mystery of the Mahabharata. In this enthralling retelling of India’s greatest epic, the
Mahabharata, originally known as Jaya, Devdutt Pattanaik seamlessly weaves into a single narrative plots from the Sanskrit classic as well as
its many folk and regional variants, including the Pandavani of Chattisgarh, Gondhal of Maharashtra, Terukkuttu of Tamil Nadu, and
Yakshagana of Karnataka. Richly illustrated with over 250 line drawings by the author, the 108 chapters abound with little-known details such
as the names of the hundred Kauravas, the worship of Draupadi as a goddess in Tamil Nadu, the stories of Astika, Madhavi, Jaimini, Aravan
and Barbareek, the Mahabharata version of the Shakuntalam and the Ramayana, and the dating of the war based on astronomical data. With
clarity and simplicity, the tales in this elegant volume reveal the eternal relevance of the Mahabharata, the complex and disturbing meditation
on the human condition that has shaped Indian thought for over 3000 years.
The Mahabharata is one of the greatest stories ever told. Though the basic plot is widely known, there is much more to the epic than the
dispute between Kouravas and Pandavas that led to the battle in Kurukshetra. It has innumerable sub-plots that accommodate fascinating
meanderings and digressions, and it has rarely been translated in full, given its formidable length of 80,000 shlokas or couplets. This
magnificent 10-volume unabridged translation of the epic is based on the Critical Edition compiled at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute. * The final volume ends the instructions of the Anushasana Parva. The horse sacrifice is held, and Dhritarashtra, Gandhari, Kunti,
Vidura and Sanjaya leave for the forest. Krishna and Balarama die as the Yadavas fight among themselves. The Pandavas leave on the
great journey with the famous companion—Dharma disguised as a dog. Refusing to abandon the dog, Yudhishthira goes to heaven in his
physical body and sees all the Kurus and the Pandavas are already there. * Every conceivable human emotion figures in the Mahabharata,
the reason why the epic continues to hold sway over our imagination. In this lucid, nuanced and confident translation, Bibek Debroy makes
the Mahabharata marvellously accessible to contemporary readers.
Sanskrit classical epic translated into English.
A 19th century French winemaker is visited by a male angel and falls in love. The angel visits him once a year and the friendship leads to a
triangle involving the winemaker's wife.
The Complete Mahabharata: pt. 1. Sabha parva and Vana parva
Great Indian Epics
The Mahabharata
A Life of Krishna
A Modern Rendering
THE MAHABHARATA

Volume One of this great epic follows Rama's life through his growing-up years and his exile in the forest to Sita's abduction and
Hanuman's leap of faith.Modern scholars claim that the Ramayana was first composed around 300 BC. The epic is called the Adi
Kavya, the world's first poem. Ramesh Menon's The Ramayana is a novelist's lush, imaginative rendering, rather than a scholar's
translation.
The Mahabharata tells a story of such violence and tragedy that many people in India refuse to keep the full text in their homes, fearing
that if they do, they will invite a disastrous fate upon their house. Covering everything from creation to destruction, this ancient poem
remains an indelible part of Hindu culture and a landmark in ancient literature. Centuries of listeners and readers have been drawn to
The Mahabharata, which began as disparate oral ballads and grew into a sprawling epic. The modern version is famously long, and at
more than 1.8 million words—seven times the combined lengths of the Iliad and Odyssey—it can be incredibly daunting.
Contemporary readers have a much more accessible entry point to this important work, thanks to R. K. Narayan’s masterful
translation and abridgement of the poem. Now with a new foreword by Wendy Doniger, as well as a concise character and place guide
and a family tree, The Mahabharata is ready for a new generation of readers. As Wendy Doniger explains in the foreword, “Narayan
tells the stories so well because they’re all his stories.” He grew up hearing them, internalizing their mythology, which gave him an
innate ability to choose the right passages and their best translations. In this elegant translation, Narayan ably distills a tale that is both
traditional and constantly changing. He draws from both scholarly analysis and creative interpretation and vividly fuses the spiritual
with the secular. Through this balance he has produced a translation that is not only clear, but graceful, one that stands as its own
story as much as an adaptation of a larger work.
Even after he has composed the awesome Mahabharata, the Maharishi Vyasa finds no peace. Narada Muni says to him, Ordinary
men will be delighted by your work, but what about the Sages of heaven and earth? You have described the human life, its strife and
its ends, but you have not yet described the Lord himself. You must turn your great gift to that task; only then will you find peace. Veda
Vyasa composes the Bhagavata Purana, in eighteen thousand slokas and twelve kandas. He teaches it to his illumined son Suka, who
narrates the Secret Purana to Yudhishtira s heir, King Parikshit, on the banks of the Ganga. The Bhagavata Purana is a living
embodiment of the Lord Narayana and claims to bestow moksha merely by being heard. Just before Krishna, the Avatara, leaves the
world, Uddhava says to him, leave us a tangible form, Lord, in which we can find you, touch you, and be near you. Krishna enters the
Bhagavata Purana with all of his being. This book is a full literary rendering of the Bhagavata Purana, bringing all the wonder, wisdom
and grace of the Book of God to the modern reader.
A dazzling and eloquent reworking of the Mahabharata, one of South Asia's best-loved epics, through nineteen peripheral voices. With
daring poetic forms, Karthika Naïr breathes new life into this ancient epic. Karthika Naïr refracts the epic Mahabharata through the
voices of nameless soldiers, outcast warriors and handmaidens as well as abducted princesses, tribal queens, and a gender-shifting
god. As peripheral figures and silent catalysts take center stage, we get a glimpse of lives and stories buried beneath the dramas of
god and nation, heroics and victory - of the lives obscured by myth and history, all too often interchangeable. Until the Lions is a
kaleidoscopic, poetic tour de force. It reveals the most intimate threads of desire, greed, and sacrifice in this foundational epic.
Tibetan Book of the Dead
The Devi Bhagavatam Retold
The Greatest Spiritual Epic of All Time
BARBARIKA
Jaya
A New Retelling of Valmiki's Ancient Epic--Complete and Comprehensive
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In this award-winning novel, Tharoor has masterfully recast the two-thousand-year-old
epic, The Mahabharata, with fictional but highly recognizable events and characters from
twentieth-century Indian politics. Nothing is sacred in this deliciously irreverent,
witty, and deeply intelligent retelling of modern Indian history and the ancient Indian
epic The Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and instructive, hilarious and moving, it is
a dazzling tapestry of prose and verse that satirically, but also poignantly, chronicles
the struggle for Indian freedom and independence.
It has been ten years since Ram's return from fallen Lanka. Ayodhya is shining. Ayodhya
is prosperous. But darkness lurks at the heart of the victrorious regime. A pointed
question piques a young journalist's curiousity: What happened to Sita? Where is Ram's
absent wife whose abduction triggered the war with Lanka? And so begins the journalist's
search for the missing queen. Soon her investigation attracts the notice of Ayodhya's allpowerful secret police and its mysterious head, the Washerman. Forced to flee Ayodhya,
the journalist makes her way through a war-devastated Lanka in search of answers. In this
stylish speculative thriller, Samhita Arni skilfully combines her love for mythology with
riveting storytelling. Published by Zubaan.
"A new selection from the national epic of India. Originally composed in Sanskrit
sometime between 400 BC and 400 AD, The Mahabharata--with one hundred thousand stanzas of
verse--is one of the longest poems in existence. At the heart of the saga is a conflict
between two branches of a royal family whose feud culminates in a titanic eighteen-day
battle. Exploring such timeless subjects as dharma (duty), artha (purpose), and kama
(pleasure) in a mythic world of warfare, magic, and beauty, this is a magnificent and
legendary Hindu text of immense importance to the culture of the Indian
subcontinent."--Publisher's description.
Derived from a Buddhist funerary text, this famous volume's timeless wisdom includes
instructions for attaining enlightenment, preparing for the process of dying, and moving
through the various stages of rebirth.
A Guide for Seekers and Born Hindus
An Illustrated Retelling of the Mahabharata
A Modern Retelling of the Great Indian Epic
International Perspectives
The Missing Queen
The Making of a Prime Minister
This volume introduces the major classical Arabic philosophers through substantial selections
from the key works (many of which appear in translation for the first time here) in each of the
fields--including logic, philosophy of science, natural philosophy, metaphysics, ethics, and
politics--to which they made significant contributions. An extensive Introduction situating the
works within their historical, cultural, and philosophical contexts offers support to students
approaching the subject for the first time, as well as to instructors with little or no formal
training in Arabic thought. A glossary, select bibliography, and index are also included.
The Mahabharata is the more recent of India's two great epics, and by far the longer. First
composed by the Maharishi Vyasa in verse, it has come down the centuries in the timeless oral
tradition of guru and sishya, profoundly influencing the history, culture, and art of not only
the Indian subcontinent but most of south-east Asia. At 100,000 couplets, it is seven times as
long as the Iliad and the Odyssey combined: far and away the greatest recorded epic known to
man. The Mahabharata is the very Book of Life: in its variety, majesty and, also, in its
violence and tragedy. It has been said that nothing exists that cannot be found within the pages
of this awesome legend. The epic describes a great war of some 5000 years ago, and the events
that led to it. The war on Kurukshetra sees ten million warriors slain, brings the dwapara yuga
to an end, and ushers in a new and sinister age: this present kali yuga, modern times. At the
heart of the Mahabharata nestles the Bhagavad Gita, the Song of God. Senayor ubhayor madhye,
between two teeming armies, Krishna expounds the eternal dharma to his warrior of light, Arjuna.
At one level, all the restless action of the Mahabharata is a quest for the Gita and its sacred
stillness. After the carnage, it is the Gita that survives, immortal lotus floating upon the
dark waters of desolation: the final secret! With its magnificent cast of characters, human,
demonic, and divine, and its riveting narrative, the Mahabharata continues to enchant readers
and scholars the world over. This new rendering brings the epic to the contemporary reader in
sparkling modern prose. It brings alive all the excitement, magic, and grandeur of the originalfor our times.
A Jungian analyst explores the feminine psyche through stories of "wild women"--the mythological
archetype of the strong, primitive woman
Cheated of their kingdom and sent into exile by their envious cousins, the Pandavas set off on a
fascinating journey. This work recounts the history of the five heroic Pandava brothers. Its
includes spiritual themes, and is filled with suspense, intrigue, and wisdom.
Siva
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Duryodhana
Modi Demystified
The Ramayana, the Mahabharata, Gods, Demons, and Others
Until the Lions
A delightfully straightforward and lyrical retelling of the ancient Indian epic of loyalty, betrayal, redemption, and insight into the
true nature of life -- one of history's most sacred ethical works, rendered with completeness and sterling accuracy for the modern
reader. Here is one of the world's most hallowed works of sacred literature, the grand, sweeping epic of the divine bowman and
warrior Rama and his struggles with evil, power, duplicity, and avarice. The Ramayana is one of the foundations of world literature
and one of humanity's most ancient and treasured ethical and spiritual works. Includes an introduction by scholar Michael
Sternfeld.
"A history-making manual,interreligious study and names list, with stories by Westerners who entered Hinduism and Hindus who
deepened their faith"--Cove
Duryodhana: The Prince Who Would Be King ... The popular tellings of the Mahabharata are about Duryodhana'sdeviousness,
obstinacy and greed for power that would bring about thebattle of Kurukshetra between the Kauravas and the Pandavas, and
hisown downfall. But was there more to him? Was he all black, or was it a matter ofshades of grey? What was he? True heir or
pretender to the throne?Arch villain or brave prince defending his rajadharma?Ace strategist or wicked schemer? History, they
say, is written by the victors. So we have never heard theside that Duryodhana presents. The epic's enigmatic villain finally hashis
say -- on people, their motives and their machinations. For the firsttime we read a different meaning into episodes we may be
familiar with --be it the attempted killing of Bhima, the burning of the wax house, thefamous game of dice or even Draupadi's
vastraharan -- and get insightsinto the story we may not have come across before. Here is the crownprince of Hastinapura as we
have never known him, adding yet anotherdimension to the labyrinth that is the Mahabharata.
The Mahabharata is unarguably one of the greatest epics ever written. This spiritual epic is a treatise on life itself, with the various
aspects of life depicted as colourful characters going through myriad situations. The pictorial narrative moves smoothly and
effortlessly, keeping one engrossed in the story of the universal destruction of evil and the world's pursuit of truth, peace and
happiness.
Parva
An Anthology of Sources
Classical Arabic Philosophy
The Siva Purana Retold
The Timeless Epic of Duty, Love, and Redemption
The MahaBharata

The MahabharataA Modern RenderingiUniverse
There are eighteen Mahapuranas, great Puranas, and the Siva Purana is one of them. Siva is a vivid retelling of the Siva
Purana for today's reader. The book contains all the major legends of Siva, bringing them alive again for a new generation.
3,00,000 km. 5,200 events. 10 million volunteers. 814 million voters. 282 seats. The 2014 elections will be remembered for a
campaign that captured the public imagination as never before. At its heart was Narendra Modi, 63, the feisty chief minister
of Gujarat for thirteen years, bidding to be prime minister. By the end of the campaign, there was scarcely anyone who had
not--on television, radio, social media or at one of his rallies--heard his message. He too seemed to have grown from a
regional satrap to a leader with a national stature. Long before the results were out, the outcome seemed a foregone
conclusion. Behind the ascent to prime minister, though, is a story of tough politics and hard strategy. In spite of his
achievements, minorities are wary of his Hindu nationalist background, and bureaucrats and party colleagues are jittery
about his reputation as an autocrat. Most of all, he has never fully been able to exorcize the ghosts of the riots that took place
on his watch in Gujarat in 2002, leading to doubts among his critics about how India's social fabric will fare during his term.
As he gets down to write a fresh chapter in the country's history, Modi Demystified: The Making of a Prime Minister takes a
close-up look at his rollercoaster ride to power. In the process, senior journalist Ramesh Menon reveals a man of many
dimensions who will lead this diverse nation.
The Pandavas and the Kauravas are returning to modern world in a different outlook but with same powers in this book
“Barbarika”. While the Hindu Mythology says it is because of the boon Krishna gave to the “greatest warrior of the Dwapara
Yuga” – Barbarika, Science says it is because of an epigenetics experiment conducted by “Master of Epigenetics” – Vishaka.
The Kurushetra War begins here between Shyam and Dr. Meghvarna to attain the power every man wants.
Mahabharata
The Vintner's Luck
Srimad Bhagavad Gita
Bhagavata Purana
The Ramayana
The Mahabharata, Volume 1

Discover the Ramayana - one of India's most celebrated epics, and a story that transcends
time itself. The tale of Rama, the exiled prince of Ayodhya who battles the evil Ravana,
the king of Lanka, and rescues his abducted wife, Sita, is about much more than the
eternal battle of good versus evil. It is a tale of love, friendship, loyalty, devotion,
righteousness, and deliverance. Ramayana and Rama, whose journey is told in the epic, are
embedded in India's cultural consciousness, but at the same time they transcend borders.
Various versions of the Ramayana can be found across the Indian subcontinent and in parts
of southeast Asia. Created in consultation with distinguished economist, scholar, and
translator, Dr Bibek Debroy, The Illustrated Ramayana draws from one of its earliest
composers, the celebrated sage and poet Valmiki. It uses a combination of text and
stunning images drawn from a variety of sources - from historic and contemporary
artefacts, paintings, photographs, and performances - to tell Rama's story, as he walks
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the path that destiny creates for him.
The Devi Bhagavatam is said to have been composed in Bengal in the sixth century CE, in
twelve Parvas and 18,000 slokas. The text is only available in Bengali, with Hindi
commentaries. It is replete with references to and legends from an obviously pre-Vedic
religion of the Goddess. The Devi Bhagavatam is a Shakta Purana. It is for the Shakta
what the Bhagavata Purana is for the Vaishnava: his or her most sacred book. The Shaktas
worship Shakti, the Eternal Feminine, in all her forms. Devi is Kali and Durga; she is
Saraswati, Mahalakshmi and Parvati; she is Sati, Sita and Radha. She is the Mother of the
Universe; without her animating power, Shiva becomes shava, a corpse. This book is an
abridged literary rendering of the Devi Bhagavatam. It retells all the major legends of
the Goddess, as well as some other, less known tales.
The Greatest Story Ever Told Dispute over land and kingdom may lie at the heart of this
story of war between cousins—the Pandavas and the Kouravas—but the Mahabharata is about
conflicts of dharma. These conflicts are immense and various, singular and commonplace.
Throughout the epic, characters face them with no clear indications of what is right and
what is wrong; there are no absolute answers. Thus every possible human emotion features
in the Mahabharata, the reason the epic continues to hold sway over our imagination. In
this superb and widely acclaimed translation of the complete Mahabharata, Bibek Debroy
takes us on a great journey with incredible ease.
The great Indian epic rendered in modern prose India's most beloved and enduring legend,
the Ramayana is widely acknowledged to be one of the world's great literary masterpieces.
Still an integral part of India's cultural and religious expression, the Ramayana was
originally composed by the Sanskrit poet Valmiki around 300 b.c. The epic of Prince
Rama's betrayal, exile, and struggle to rescue his faithful wife, Sita, from the clutches
of a demon and to reclaim his throne has profoundly affected the literature, art, and
culture of South and Southeast Asia—an influence most likely unparalleled in the history
of world literature, except, possibly, for the Bible. Throughout the centuries, countless
versions of the epic have been produced in numerous formats and languages. But previous
English versions have been either too short to capture the magnitude of the original; too
secular in presenting what is, in effect, scripture; or dry, line-by-line translations.
Now novelist Ramesh Menon has rendered the tale in lyrical prose that conveys all the
beauty and excitement of the original, while making this spiritual and literary classic
accessible to a new generation of readers.
How to Become a Hindu
Women who Run with the Wolves
The Great Indian Novel
A Modern Translation (Volume I)
Blue God
A Shortened Modern Prose Version of the Indian Epic
Blue God opens on the battlefield of Kurukshetra, where the Pandava warrior, Arjuna, suffers a crisis of
courage. His charioteer, Krishna, expounds the eternal dharma for him. This exposition between two
armies is the Bhagavad Gita, the Hindus Bible. BLUE GOD cuts back to Krishnas birth, and back again to
the battlefield, and so on, chapter by chapter, until both narratives flow together near the books end.
Never before have Krishnas sacred Gita and his colorful personality and life been put together in the
same book, certainly not in English by a modern novelist for a modern audience.
One Of India s Finest Novelists Retells The Two Great Indian Epics As Well As Some Well-Known Tales From
Hindu Mythology And Folklore. While The Eleventh Century Tamil Poet Kamban s Version Inspires His
Ramayana, Narayan S Mahabharata Is Based On Vyasa S Monumental Work. In Gods, Demons And Others, He
Includes Stories From Kalidasa S Sanskrit Classic Abhijnana Shakuntalam, The Tamil Epic Silappadikaram,
The Shiv Purana And The Devi Bhagwatam.
The Mahabharata of Veda Vyasa is the longest recorded epic in the world. With almost 100,000 verses, it
is many times as long as the Iliad and the Odyssey combines and has deeply influenced every aspect of
the Indian ethos for some 4,000 years. The main theme of the epic is the Great War in Kurukshetra, but
it seems with smaller stories, and other stories within these, all woven together with a genius that
defies comparison. As its heart, it contains Krishna's immortal Bhagvat Gita, The Song of God. The
Mahabharata embodies the ancient and sacred Indian tradition in all its earthy and spiritual immensity.
Famously, 'What is found here may be found elsewhere. What is not found here will not be found
elsewhere.' Many believe this most magnificient epic to be the greatest story ever told. Yet, the only
full Indian translation of the Mahabharata into English is the one penned in the 19th century by Kisari
Mohan Ganguli. More than a hundred years have passed since Ganguli accomplished his task, and the
laguage he used is now, sadly archaic
It Is A Transformation Of An Ancient Legend Into A Modern Novel. In This Process, It Has Gained Rational
Credibility And A Human Perspective. The Main Incident, The Bharata War, Symbolic Of The Birthpangs Of A
New World-Order, Depicts A Heroic But Vain Effort To Arrest The Disintegration And Continue The
Prevailing Order. It Is Viewed From The Stand Points Of The Partisan Participants And Judged With
Reference To The Objective Understanding Of Krishna. Narration, Dialogue, Monologue And Comment All Are
Employed For Its Presentation. Shot Through With Irony, Pity And Understanding Objectivity, The Novel
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Ends With The True Tragic Vision Of Faith In Life And Hope For Mankind.
Book 1: The Book of the Beginning
A Tale of War, Peace, Love, Death, God, and Man : Kannada Novel
Devi
The Ramayana and the Mahabharata
The Illustrated Ramayana
The Indian Epics Retold

Ancient India, like ancient Greece boasts of two great Epics. One of them, the Maha-bharata, relates to a great war in
which all the warlike races of Northern India took a share, and may therefore be compared to the Iliad. The great war
which is the subject of this Epic is believed to have been fought in the thirteenth or fourteenth century before Christ. The
war thus became the centre of a cycle of legends, songs, and poems in ancient India, the vast mass of legends and
poetry, accumulated during centuries, was cast in a narrative form and formed the Epic of the Great Bharata nation, and
therefore called the Maha-bharata. The real facts of the war had been obliterated by age, legendary heroes had become
the principal actors, and, as is invariably the case in India, the thread of a high moral purpose, of the triumph of virtue
and the subjugation of vice, was woven into the fabric of the great Epic.
Sanskrit text with English verse translation.
This volume brings together a number of seminal studies presented at the International Conference on Great Indian
Epics held in February 2019 at the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi by scholars from various parts of the world.
Each article adds a new dimension to the subject with historical scholarship and critical interpretation, reflecting
comprehensiveness, unity, clarity and rightness of perception. This definitive work adds to our knowledge of the epics
and their infinite influence. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan,
Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
The Complete Mahabharata
Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype
Echoes from the Mahabharata
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